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ABSTRACT

As media have evolved, consumer behavior for media and their contents were developed together. For the traditional market of television and the program that still maintain consumer power in terms of volume, that economic function had been studied constantly. Therefore, the stakeholders who are seriously interested in television program watching behavior are heavily noticing on so-called e-WoM (word of mouth). With this situation, several studies were performed to illuminate the effect of user-generated contents on the Internet toward viewing rates. But the attention for essential characteristics for both media content and user-generated content is considerably related to the celebrities consisting of the media industry and contents inside. Thus the analysis on checking the effect of consumer reaction’s volume toward celebrities was performed. We collected the data of generated articles and the consumer-generated comments inside for the television drama just until before its first episode, to capture the factor explaining the number of viewer ratings, or market share in the media industry. And it turns out that web buzz data volume talking about celebrities made a positive impact on television viewer ratings while other factors such as comprehensive user-generated variables or promotion volume made by content supplier side were not. The results show that the variable (the total number of articles received at least one comment in the comment section) was significant statistically and present meaningful suggestions for practitioners in an organization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Under the birth and growth of media with diversified types, most people frequently meet the media and the contents inside. Contents consist of results of performance such as movies or comedies. In many cases, some people who work in media content, such as television comedy show or drama, evolve into a celebrity, that they are evaluated as an entity of economic effect from the media. Nowadays, those special people called as celebrities are the core factor of media business in terms of promotion. Because audiences (media consumers) easily notice their attention and interest with celebrity’s managed appearance and entertaining competence.

Not only celebrities but also the content generated itself is also treated as an asset. One of the easiest ways to understand this system is by looking into the television industry. This powerful field keeps its level of market size until nowadays. Also, the one core pillar of economics in that industry is commercial. Due to the characteristic of the commercial economics that is heavily relying on the number of exposure to the audience, viewer ratings index is the key factor to take notice of the stakeholders who are involved with the media industry. Therefore, several media programs make their marketing promotions boost ratings and be highly evaluated.

For judging whether the viewer ratings would reach a successful level or not, there are many factors to be considered. In the past research,
one of the factors is word of mouth (WoM) in the physical world. People had a chat about what television program they watch and how they do it. And for now, a lot of sources got into the line of variables that determine the viewer ratings (Ma & Ahn, 2019; Ma et al., 2019). Among them, the discussion generated in the world of web is the biggest cause. We call that electric word of mouth, shortly e-WoM.

In this study, we would like to explore the data collected from the website that we can observe plentiful e-WoM so that we can check that which factors could be an important factor explaining the viewer ratings of the television drama and influences of e-WoM data on it. We investigate and check factors regarding the volume of consumer-generated contents, the volume of reaction toward celebrities starring in the television drama, and the volume of promotion generated. The big data are gathered from seven Korean drama cases aired in 2016. This study sets three hypotheses and tests them through regression analysis using IBM SPSS package. Findings of this study might not only add suggestions for the spheres of media, management, and information systems but also contribute to producers, managers, and advertising sponsors of broadcasting area. This study can become a clue for various variables to analyze influences of e-WoM data on viewing rate, especially drama cases.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the previous literature based on several focusing points. Section 3 outlines the research design and hypotheses. Section 4 describes the method used for data collection and research model. Analytical and statistical results are reported in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the proposed research, including further research and limitations.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Media Consumer and Economics

A simple economic principle which led us to strong attention is that a specific media channel would directly connect to higher commercial value. In the television media industry, this type of commercial relationship becomes more clearly. Pricing the unit cost of advertisement can be determined by the performance of programs or channels. It is clear that all advertisers would be happy if their competency can be well exposed to as many as the audience on their sponsoring programs or channels.

If there seems to be common knowledge of advantages to boost viewer ratings for a TV program, what do stakeholders of TV program including contents generator to choose the strategical options for promoting viewer ratings? When we discuss how to promote newly launching television program, we need to clarify some conditions regarding the goods, such as the genre, the audience target, duration, casting, budget, and so on.

Nelson (1970) started to separate search goods from experience goods. Search goods possess attributes that consumers can learn all of its information before they buy, whereas experience goods cover goods that consumers can learn their purchases’ information only after they buy. Of course, we often do not pay and evaluate it with consumer utility for every television show we tuned, but at least we could put this point of view to understand how media consumers make their choice.

Today, TV audiences are practicing greater control over how they watch TV through the platforms that best suit their needs. The more TV viewers with internet access are surfing or tele-webbing surfing the web while watching TV (Bucy, 2003). Social TV viewing is emerging as a noteworthy phenomenon - the act of social media while watching TV (CTAM, 2012). Watching TV content and communicating with other audiences often simultaneously happen in online space. In this perspective, this study is able to have a meaning for analyzing on the effect of consumer/watcher reaction’s volume toward celebrities.

2.2 User-Generated Contents

User-generated contents (UGC) are products that people spontaneously have made after the development of application since the Web 2.0 era evolves. They possess many insights especially in this era of data science. Among many contents with insights, particularly UGCs having commercial characteristics are important. They exist as goods information, consumer behavior, consumer reaction, etc. Also, we usually call them as e-WoM, which is from the traditional word of mouth.
UGCs which we can call e-WoM include economic implication as described above, which makes the interested parties around the goods notice them. For the case in this study, the drama is television goods itself that make many buzzes from its issues such as celebrities or episodes. Thus the extent of exposure of consumer reaction to the crowd plays an important role in the success in the market. Ahn et al. (2017) showed that consumer-generated media, which were denoted by UGCs from social network services (SNSs), explained considerable portions of average minute ratings.

In this paper, we moved our data focus on portal website buzz on online news articles. However, we could still expect that audience reactions from the most accessible media and the Internet will perform crucially toward viewer ratings for television drama.

2.3 Anchoring Effect

Tversky and Kahneman (1974) had several representative experiments of how people act when the estimation job accorded with insufficient information. Subjects are instructed to estimate the answers of 1*2*3*4*5*6*7*8 and 8*7*6*5*4*3*2*1. The answers are the same, which are 40320. But people were ordered to estimate the answer within a few seconds. The interesting result here is that the mean value that people estimated their answer for product question from 1 to 8 with ascending order was 512. On the other hand, the answers made with the multiplication from 8 to 1 with descending order got their mean value 2250. Without this, several experiments from different domain made Tversky and Kahneman (1974) propose an anchoring effect. Like the ships being effective to their mobility after the anchor drop, people try to find an answer near from the first point they were externally accepted, under insufficient information. This biased behavior later followed from a broad area such as marketing or decision making.

A more trustworthy source or plausible bid/estimate, the stronger the anchoring effects (Van Exel et al., 2006). Estimates are biased toward the anchor values. Strack and Mussweiler (1997) presented, “Anchor values serve as the reference point for people to adjust the boundary of the range of plausible values for the question, presuming that the given anchor is more extreme than the boundary value for the range of plausible answers.” (Strack & Mussweiler, 1997; Epley & Gilovich, 2005).

It might be assumed that if the viewer sees the extremely high number of comments about a new TV drama, the influence on the decision of the drama choice and the content evaluation could also be high. This research assumes that the volume of consumer-generated contents, the volume of reaction toward celebrities starring in the drama, and the number of promotion generated before broadcasting are considered as an initially presented value for forecasting and decision making to select TV content.

In this study, especially for television contents, following studies for anchoring effects in case of decisions proposed by Ariely et al. (2003) can be applied to build the research framework by denoting there is an anchoring effect in this area too. Another new study (Ma & Ahn, 2019) presented the anchoring effects on online comments before broadcasting through eight Korean drama analyses.

2.4 Celebrity Effect

Celebrities are special groups upraised with the birth and growth of media. So-called ‘stars’ collect their popularity through their physical or other ability for their content performance. Even though one celebrity gets objective agreement to their ability or attraction, the notable fact is that they get attention whether the direction is positive or negative, which leads to economic value. Desai et al. (2005) showed that although the extent depends on genre awareness, basically the star effect brings positive influence on selling in the media industry. On this research, target subjects are TV drama shows that is not significantly differentiated with its genre awareness or target group. Thus it makes it available to watch the star effect from its controlled environment (Noh et al., 2017).

E-WoM (recommendation intention) communication involves consumers commenting on relevant information based on their personal experiences and knowledge related to consumption (Lee, 2004). E-WoM forms an effective source offering a wide range of information. It is also highly reliable and professional and facilitates easy dissemination (Kim & Hwang, 2007; Lee & Park, 2005). Thus, e-WoM influences the decision-making process and people’s information searches.
E-WoM affects mainly acceptance and confidence (Kim et al., 2011; Lee & Park, 2005). Vivid community interactions and control of users have considerable influence on the effectiveness of e-WoM (Lee & Lee, 2005). Because consumers recognize that negative and objective postscripts are more useful forms of information than typical online WoM communication, these have positive effects on purchase intentions, e-WoM intentions, personal decision-making processes for product attitudes (Lee & Park, 2005; Baik, 2005; Sohn & Rhee, 2007; Shim, 2007), and recommendation intentions (Suh et al., 2009; Sung et al., 2012).

Chu and Kim (2015) confirmed that tie strength, trust, normative and informational influence are positively associated with users’ overall e-WoM behavior, whereas a negative relationship was found with regard to homophily. It suggested that product-focused e-WoM in SNSs is a unique phenomenon with important social implications (Chu & Kim, 2015). In the tourism area, Tham et al. (2013) presented that three considerations for destination management organizations are creating opportunities for past visitors to narrate memorable tourism experiences, involving industry partners to build relevant destination images and greater engagement with social media. The study (Tham et al., 2013) advanced the understanding of electronic word of mouth in presenting distinctive credibility profiles toward a proposed influence on destination image and choice. Therefore, we mainly investigate the e-WoM effects in the consumer’s decision-making of viewing behavior on TV drama based on the previous literature and findings.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND HYPOTHESES

Based on literature reviews, research framework and questions inside can be developed. The focus of this study, again, is to explore the core factors among several aspects of the e-WoM data that determine the success of the media industry with the case of television drama. We could first consider how we can classify this market between search goods and experience goods market. But this market can be interpreted as both types, as it depends on time. Before the television drama starts, nobody ever can know exactly about that product’s value. For that aspect, we could view this situation as things of experience goods market. But when the drama series starts and goes on, then people can get a piece of information for valuation with their utility function. So when the time is that, it could be told as search goods. For the search goods, suppliers concentrate more on its intrinsic competitiveness such as the production team’s ability.

But the data used in the research only covered the period of the advanced promotion before the first episode of the drama is started. Because if we try to analyze all the data to explain all of the viewer ratings of the drama, there would be an existent endogeneity problem that we cannot control it. Each drama would have its intrinsic competency and value, and it would be revealed after the first episode because people can actually see, judge, and even search. But when we limited our focus on only for advanced promotion period until just before the program starts, we can let dependent variable unaffected from the quality understanding by searching. Therefore, this restriction makes the situation clear to watch the more purified effect of promotion and reaction spread on the Internet. Naturally, our dependent
variable, in this case, is set to be viewer ratings of the first episode of each drama.

And then we can consider which factors could be crucial for viewer ratings. This discussion could start from the anchoring effect. In this situation, the anchoring effect could be applied to two aspects. First one is the decision of watching television drama for consumers. That would heavily rely on the consumers' feeling for the first episode. Because even when the first episode is broadcasted, the drama product immediately changed into search goods, anchoring effect will drag viewer ratings for a while. There would be ambivalence between anchoring effect from preexistence watching choice and newly accepted search information from other substitute goods (other dramas or other shows), but direct acceptance of contents would be superior rather than indirect search information acceptance. Therefore, we can say the first episode capturing is important in this industry. For the second, the decision of watching newly launched drama would be affected by the anchoring effect. Thus, stakeholders would consider exposing themselves with prior promotion very important.

For the promotion performance to expose, obviously one of the most important media is the Internet. On the Internet, two components will compose e-WoM. First one is promotions from the supplier side. If the promotion team would boost with several promotions such as preview show, radio promotion or advertisement, the promotion performance and the report of the press can make the higher probability that consumers eventually sit and watch the first episode of the show. The second one that constitutes e-WoM is user-generated contents. As mentioned above, users voluntarily share their opinions on the Internet platform, and that record indicates a huge mass of interests and reactions of consumers. This mass of reaction is re-exposed to the consumers so that they could be affected when they decide to watch the drama or not. Therefore, understanding the characteristics of these crowd reactions is a key process for this research.

With the nature described above, penetrating the essentials of data both from derived promotion and consumer-driven is important. We decided to define several factors we can find on our data, and they are operationalized into variables to be tested whether they are important factors to decide drama's viewer ratings or not. With all factors or constructs that could explain our dependent variable, viewer ratings of the drama, we selected several constructs regarding the promotion and the reaction for the drama. Then, we could build hypotheses as below from the question of whether that construct would be important or not.

First construct was the basic stuff, a consumer reaction volume. We thought that in our context, the volume of user-generated contents spread on the platform where people express their opinion about the forthcoming show would be important. Therefore, we could build the hypothesis as below in H1.

\[ H1. \text{The volume of the user-generated contents on the Internet for the television show before revealed, positively affect first-episode viewer ratings.} \]

The second construct was based on the expectation that user-generated-content volume itself could insufficiently explain viewer ratings. Rather, e-WoM generated on the platform would consist of consumers' interesting point of the show. Also, we thought that a substantial portion of the reaction in the comment showed their opinions on the celebrity starring in the show. Therefore, we could hypothesize and expect that the volume of reaction toward celebrities in the show could do an important role in explaining viewer ratings.

\[ H2. \text{The reaction toward celebrity in the show within user-generated contents toward the television show before revealed, positively affect first-episode viewer ratings.} \]

For the last, we could select the factor from the supplier side, a promotion. We wanted to check whether variables denoting promotion volume would be reflected in the viewer ratings. Therefore, we built our last hypothesis stating the prediction about the promotion scale to be meaningful while predicting the viewer ratings.

\[ H3. \text{The promotion scale toward the media contents before revealed, positively affect first-episode viewer ratings.} \]

For the test of hypotheses built, we proceeded into the next procedure of analysis with appropriate data.
4. METHODOLOGY

4.1 Data Collection

A dataset denoting online media consumer reaction in the form of comments was gathered for the analysis. Since the context here is observing the online consumer reaction for drama in Korea, the target website was picked as one of the biggest web portals in Korea. In that website, in detail, we narrowed down our interest to the online news aggregator. That research context setting was based on the expectation that unlike other websites like fan pages, online news page in the web portal is relatively easily accessible and widely noticeable to the normal standard users. Seven titles of television drama in Korea were collected, and in total, approximately 69,000 comments from the news section of the portal website were collected by web crawling and data processing with R programming. The original dataset that has gathered mainly included timestamp-related variables, the text of the comment and evaluation toward the comment as a form of 'like' or 'dislike' button. Additional data pre-processing procedures were executed. Thus we could obtain final dataset for our main analysis.

Unlike user-generated contents variables, the data for our object variable, viewer ratings could be obtained from an agent, Nielsen Korea (www.nielsenkorea.co.kr) with the form of a percentage.

For the recall, we wanted to test the hypotheses for a situation that all possible customers who are going to decide whether to watch the show or not, are in the state of uncertainty in terms of product quality. Each of the reaction data was collected within the period of prior promotion that limited as three weeks before the first episode starts. A list of targeted television drama and its details are put in below as Table 1.

![Table 1: Collected List of Drama](image)

4.2 Research Model

For hypothesis testing, a linear regression model for the main analysis was picked. Each variable processed from the crawled raw dataset is to imply a specific construct. The analysis has implemented in each drama level. Therefore, the dependent variable and independent variables were existent in a drama level, or we can say brand level or were summated from the raw dataset into a drama level. The only dependent variable in analysis was viewer ratings of the drama. Specifically, we narrowed down and used the viewer ratings of the first episode of the drama, because that variable could be assumed not to be realized their real product quality, thus shows a more clearly effect from promotion. Therefore, the dependent variable for each drama could be repeatedly expressed below in Y1.

Y1: The drama’s first episode average viewer ratings

Toward the object variable, which hypothesis could be supported by the result of linear regression analysis with independent variables was tested. For each hypothesis of the effect of constructs toward viewer ratings, each variable could be operationalized. First, the volume of the user-generated contents was calculated as the total number of consumer-generated comments in the total pool of relevant news of the drama in the 3-week promotion period. Besides, we could generate a variable for a weighted number of comments. Because everybody does not express his/her opinion by logging in the website and actively writing comments. Rather, some people present their opinion by pushing ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ button in the existent comments. Therefore, we assumed that the number of comments weighted by the net number of like-dislike could have a chance.
to be an important independent variable. Those two variables are written again in below as X1 and X2.

X1: The total number of consumer-generated comments

X2: The total number of consumer-generated comments weighted with the absolute volume of total collected like/dislike (divided into 100,000)

For the next hypothesis, we could impose the factor of celebrity issue on the decision of consumers. With the same website and the same comment system, we could apply another procedure to operationalize this construct. We assumed that people could be attracted by the announced starring celebrity in the show whether the audience is the fan of the celebrity or not. Because by noticing who is starring in the drama and recalling inherent information of the celebrity for each consumer, it could relieve the uncertainty in the utility function of both fan of the star and normal audience. Therefore, operationalization was executed for this construct as the total number of comments that mentioned one of the major celebrities’ names. For this variable, we could also build an additional variable weighted by the net-like/dislike button with the same construct. Therefore, we could check that the weighted sum of celebrity mention volume could be existent with a different meaning. Repeatedly described variables for this construct are X3 and X4.

X3: The total number of consumer comments that mentioned celebrities who are starring in the drama

X4: The total number of consumer comments that mentioned celebrities who are starring in the drama weighted with the absolute volume of total collected like/dislike (divided into 100,000)

For the last, we could check the research question about viewer rating with another construct, a promotion power. We assumed that the total number of article gathered on the news website would represent the promotion power itself. Therefore, simply the number of article generated in the 3-week advanced promotion period would be our next independent variable.

Furthermore, we also derived the other variable denoting the promotion power. It was the number of the article not only generated in the advanced promotion period but also got at least one more comments within the own article page. Because even there are many articles generated, there might be a chance that some portion of them could be noticed by the consumers and some part of them could be ignored. Therefore, this filtered number of the article represents recognized promotion power from the media content producer side. This operationalization is also re-written in below as X5 and X6.

X5: The total number of articles relevant to the drama during the advanced promotion period

X6: The total number of articles relevant with the drama during the advanced promotion period that received at least one comment in the comment section

In total, we developed six independent variables to check the significance of their effect on the dependent variable. Among them, we tested and observed that which variable turned out to be meaningful when explaining our dependent variable, a viewer rating. Thus, research model of this study is presented like Figure 1.
5. RESULTS

As explained above, a linear regression analysis was implemented with six major independent variables. Rather than putting all variable in the analysis, we first distinguished three variables among all independent variables in terms of the highest correlation value with the dependent variable Y1, viewer ratings. Through this procedure, we could select the independent variable of X1 (user-generated comments volume, not weighted), X3 (user-generated comments regarding celebrity), and X6 (volume of promotion power recognized to the consumer) to put in our regression analysis.

For the next, in our main analysis, we used a stepwise regression method to figure out the important variable explaining our object variable. The analysis results are in below. Through this process, we figured out that the variable X1 and X3 would be eliminated in our result due to the insignificance of estimated beta coefficients (p>0.05). We can confirm it in Table 4.

As a result, we could say that the only survived variable was X6, the number of articles relevant to the drama generated during the advanced promotion period that including at least one comment inside. Thus, X6 was supported (beta is 0.926; t-value is 5.472 under p<0.01) in Table 3. As we can see in the model summary in Table 2, we could check the overall status of our estimation. We can confirm relatively high R square and adjusted R square (0.828 under p<0.01) for explaining the dependent variable. Furthermore, with the Durbin-Watson statistics in Table 2, we can say that this estimation is not suffering from the issue of auto-correlation of errors because of having 1.928 near 2.0. Also, there was no problem with multi-collinearity because of values of Tolerance over 0.1 and VIF less than 10 in Table 3.

In our analysis results, other constructs and the operationalized variables turned out to be not significant toward the dependent variable. First, the volume of user-generated contents in the platform was not significant for explaining the dependent variable. We could also know that the procedure of weighting comments by like and dislike put number also resulted insignificantly. That could be interpreted that in overall, people are not affected by the volume and the weighted volume (X1 and X2). Second, the volume of user-generated contents regarding celebrity in the show was not significant to explain the viewer ratings of the drama. The procedure of weighting with the numbers of like and dislike for each comment was also not useful in this construct. Both volumes of the ‘celebrity reaction’ and weighted volume of

### Table 3: Model Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized coefficient value</th>
<th>Standardized coefficient value</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Significance Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>S.E.</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Cons tant</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.926</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Eliminated Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Entered Beta</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Significance Probability</th>
<th>Partial correlation coefficient</th>
<th>Collinearity Stats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>df</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>-.232</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.462</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>19.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1: Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R square</th>
<th>R adjusted R square</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Statistic variation</th>
<th>R² variation</th>
<th>F variation</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.926</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.45975</td>
<td>.857</td>
<td>29.941</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reaction toward celebrity which is X3 and X4 were not significant in our estimation.

For the last, variable X5, the total number of generated articles in the advanced promotion period denoting promotion power from the producer side, was not significant either. Rather, we could find that recognized volume of promotion rather than mere promotion volume was important. X6 (The total number of articles relevant with the drama during the advanced promotion period that received at least one comment in the comment section) was significant. Therefore, we could conditionally assert the hypothesis 3 (The promotion scale toward the media contents before revealed, positively affect first-episode viewer ratings), supported by X6.

However, Hypothesis 1 (The volume of the user-generated contents on the Internet for the television show before revealed, positively affect first-episode viewer ratings) and Hypothesis 2 (The reaction toward celebrity in the show within user-generated contents toward the television show before revealed, positively affect first-episode viewer ratings) were not supported. Table 5 presents the results of hypothesis testing in summary.

### Table 5: Results of Hypothesis Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Variable Results</th>
<th>Hypothesis Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>X1</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X2</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>X3</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X4</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Partially supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X6</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. CONCLUSION

This study had a chance to check the main interest in the effect of buzz data of user-generated contents (e-WoM) and promotion that could decide media consumption behaviors. From the analysis, our main conclusion could confirm the volume of promotion recognized by the consumers. Concretely, “The promotion scale toward the media contents before revealed, positively affect first-episode viewer ratings” was conditionally supported by “the total number of articles relevant with the drama during the advanced promotion period that received at least one comment in the comment section”. At the same time, we could not find other variables (X1, X2, X3, X4, and X5) that are meaningful in explaining our dependent variable, viewer ratings of the first episode. Thus, Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 were not supported. The finding can add suggestions for the spheres of media, management, information systems, and convergence area of them. In addition, it can contribute for producers, managers, and advertising sponsors of broadcasting area in differentiating their strategies among other subjects.

The limitation of our result is that not much meaningful independent variables were figured out. This problem may bring further research direction considering possibly omitted variables with richer data. For the further extension, to understand the decision-making process of consumer affected from the e-WoM, concentrating more effort on the text itself would also be valuable. The number of volume of reaction toward celebrities could be meaningful and it would be basic for counting the number and the volume of user-generated contents. As a result, for the extension, text mining with techniques such as sentiment analysis would interpret buzz data from consumer more precisely. It can penetrate a consumer utility function through sentiment analysis by understanding the direction and strength of their opinions. In addition, for the last, even though the traditional media and advertisement market are still large forming economics, new media such as over-the-top services such as YouTube or Netflix are rapidly encroaching media market share. Therefore, expanding the focus of interest into the newly formed market would enrich the understandings about both the status quo and future transition of the media market.
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